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1. Introductions and Norms

2. The Student Experience

3. Teaching with Collections

4. Platform Basics

5. “Digging Deeper” Teacher Resources (Group Work)

Today’s Agenda



The Student Experience



Student Dashboard Walkthrough
eBook Navigation

Contents—Select features and 
selections 

Associated Resources—Access 
associated digital resources  

Page View—Change view and 
zoom 

Page Numbers—Type specific 
pages to view 

Bookmarks—Mark pages for 
easy access 

Unit and Lesson Walkthrough

Each collection begins with an Opening 
Image and Quote. Both connect to the 
theme of the collection.  

Take a moment to read the Collection 
Performance Task. How does it connect 
back to the theme? 

 In addition to the image and quote, 
students have supplemental digital 
support. Notice the reference to—Steam
to Start, FYI, and Channel One News.  

Student eBook

Anchor Text 
Close Reader 
 eBook 
Multiple Genres 



Teaching with Collections



Teacher Dashboard

• Assignments
• Reporting
• Resources





Collections Lesson Design
•PLAN

•TEACH

•PRACTICE & APPLY

•EXTEND & RETEACH

•ASSESSMENT



HMH Education Services

Close Reading of Complex 
Texts
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What Changed?
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What changed in your instruction in order to meet the demands of 
teaching more complex text? What challenges has that created?



Text Complexity Pyramid
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4. Knowledge Demands

3. Language Features

2. Text Structure

1. Levels of Meaning/Purpose

Qualitative Elements of Complex Text
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“Close, analytic reading stresses engaging with a text of 
sufficient complexity directly and examining its meaning 
thoroughly and methodically, encouraging students to 
read and reread deliberately.”

Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC). Retrieved from http://www.parcconline.org/resources/educator-resources/model-content-frameworks/ela-model-content-framework/structure-of-the-model-content-
frameworks-for-ela-literacy



“Mother to Son”
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Well, son, I’ll tell you:
Life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.
It’s had tacks in it,
And splinters,
And boards torn up,
And places with no carpet on the floor—
Bare.
But all the time
I’se been a-climbin’ on,
And reachin’ landin’s,
And turnin’ corners,
And sometimes goin’ in the dark
Where there ain’t been no light.
So boy, don’t you turn back.
Don’t you set down on the steps
‘Cause you finds it’s kinder hard.
Don’t you fall now—
For I’se still goin’, honey,
I’se still climbin’,
And life for me ain’t been no crystal stair.

Langston Hughes (The Weary Blues, 1926)
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“Close, analytic reading stresses engaging with a text of 
sufficient complexity directly and examining its meaning 
thoroughly and methodically, encouraging students to read and 
reread deliberately.”
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC). Retrieved from http://www.parcconline.org/resources/educator-resources/model-content-frameworks/ela-model-content-framework/structure-of-the-model-content-frameworks-for-ela-literacy



Reflect on Learning…
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What did you learn from the Close Reading experience that will impact teaching 
and learning at your campus? 



Teacher Resource Exploration
Group Activity (Groups of 4-6)





Assessment Resources



Platform Basics



Technical Support
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